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2012 and the Art of Co-Creation, Part-2
As I continue this article on the winter solstice of
2012, I want to also address what will not be
happening at that time. There are a lot of sincere,
highly creative, well-intended good people who
have mistakenly trapped themselves within their
own delusions about 2012. Many of them are
researchers and some of them are perhaps good
business people. Either way, they have promoted
some erroneous projections about 2012 and I will
share a few of them with you now.
What Will Not Happen in 2012?
Below are six basic predictions about 2012 that I
have researched and have found to be based upon
nothing. Yet, they are in many ways very popular. I
have listed these predictions below along with their
rebuttal. The statements are taken mostly exactly or
paraphrased for compression with the author sited
with them. There is minor embellishment from me
but not much. Here they are:
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Apocalypse 2012.
Answer: There is no scientific observations or
proof that Nibiru or Planet-X exists. Everyone
would be able to see such an object around the
world (Dr. David Morrison, senior scientist,
NASA).
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the Sun has behaved more tumultuously than any
time since the rapid global warming that
accompanied the melting of the last Ice Age. Solar
physicists concur that solar activity will next peak,
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Answer: Solar Maximums happen every 11 years.
Our next one will most likely happen in 2013, not
2012. We also had two years of no activity or solar
minimum this period (Dr. David Morrison, senior
scientist, NASA).

(1) “
Ancient Mayan prophecies based on two
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of
meticulous
astronomical
observations indicate that 12/21/12 will mark
the birth of a new age, accompanied, as all
births are, by blood and agony as well as hope
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defense against harmful solar radiation, has begun
to dwindle, with cracks comparable in scale to the
ozone hole opening up randomly. A pole shift, in
which such protection falls nearly to zero as the
North and South magnetic poles reverse position,
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Joseph, Apocalypse 2012.

Answer: The Mayan Elders say the world will not
end in 2012. Rather, it will be transformed into a
better era, the era of the Fifth Sun (Dr. Carlos
Barrios, Anthropologist, and Mayan Elder).

Answer: There is no Pole Reversal of the Magnetic
field in 2012, which happens every 400,000 years
and takes 300 years to complete once it starts (Dr.
David Morrison, senior scientist, NASA).

(2) “
Researchers say that Nibiru will hit the planet
Earth in 2012 in alignment with the Mayan
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transition, a colossal, global convergence of
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conclusion is that consciousness determines how the
wave of potentiality collapses into the particle of
our observation and intension.

Answer: The Galactic alignment with the Earth and
Sun has already happened in 1998. The 2012
alignment will happen well past the exact center of
the Milky Way. The greater intensity had to be in
1998 (John Major Jenkins, Cosmogenesis 2012).

Following along these same lines of thinking,
Japanese researcher Dr. Masaru Emoto has done
thousands of experiments showing how human
thought and emotion control the shape and
formation of water crystals. The conclusion of his
work is that we control our own health through our
thoughts since the human body is nearly 80% water.
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Answer: The Photon Belt does not exist, so the
Solar System cannot be traveling through it. We
also are moving away from the seven stars of the
Pleiades and not toward them (Dr. David Morrison,
senior scientist, NASA).
Having shown what December 21, 2012 is not
about, let us now proceed to what it is about. Let us
try to understand the significance of the
consciousness shift that is taking place on our planet
right now. The alignment of the Galaxy with the
Sun and Earth began in 1980 and will end in 2016,
and was exact in 1998. We could really call the time
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Major Jenkins does. Therefore, the 2012 Era is now.

Getting Started With Conscious Co-Creation
Have you ever noticed how you will be humming a
song to yourself that you have not heard in years
when suddenly or within a few hours the song is
playing on the radio or at the shopping center? We
were taught that these are coincidences. Let me
inform you now and forever, they are not! They are
unconscious co-creations created by you. You
manifested that song, unconscious as to how the
mechanism of manifestation works.
Have you ever noticed how one movie star can be
appearing on six or seven television stations all on
the same day in completely different movies? Do
you think all the station managers got together and
had a meeting and decided at that meeting to put all
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same day? It is a warranted certainty that they did
not. It was not a coincidence either. Either the
actor himself or someone or a group of people
manifested it. This is not a universe of chance and
chaos. We live in a universe of intention and
purpose.

The Art of Conscious Co-Creation
Flipping the Switch
Do we have to wait for December 21, 2012 to be
aware of our ability to consciously create our world
of reality with our God/Goddess? No, we do not.
Many teachers have been sharing this spiritual fact
with humanity for decades. In fact, we already
unconsciously co-create our own realty individually
and collectively. However, when it comes to
practicing the art of conscious co-creation, some of
us are better at it then others.
Quantum physics experiments in the twentieth
century have already shown on a sub atomic level
how human intension and observation determine the
outcome of the experiment. One inescapable

To start with, we must admit to ourselves that we
really are co-creators of our own reality even if we
are unaware of it. Once we accept this, then we are
ready to do some progressive co-creating faith
building exercises. The best way to do this is to
make a list of twelve things we would like to see
happen in our life. Make the list simple and made
up of items that you truly can believe to be possible.
Even though all things are possible, you are not
ready for that yet.
For example, do not put on your list that you want
to be the CEO of a fortune 500 company until you

can really believe it totally. Rather, let your goals
be somewhat smaller such as wanting your
paperboy to put your newspaper in the plastic
newspaper holder by your mailbox on a rainy day.
Therefore, every time you see in your minds eye
your newspaper boy carelessly throwing your
newspaper on the wet ground, stop that thought
instantly! Flip the switch and visualize your
paperboy putting the newspaper in the plastic
newspaper container by your mailbox.
Flipping the switch is a major key in accessing the
mechanism of co-creation consciously and
successfully. If you hate something, do not try to
stop hating, rather flip the switch and start loving.
Love is not the opposite of hate. Love stands alone.
Let me give you one of my examples of how this
works. I wanted the city to cut the over grown lawn
at my neighbors abandoned house. The lawn had
not been cut in over six months. I had made scores
of calls to the zoning commission during that time.
All they could say was that they had had many
complaints about the property and that it was on the
list to be landscaped. I asked them how long this
might take and they said that they had over four
hundred other complaints they had to fix and could
not really say. I was upset! Then I remembered to
flip the switch. Every time I thought of my
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switch and saw their lawn as cut and trimmed. Four
hours later when I came home from work the lawn
was cut. Six months of complaining and phone
calling accomplished very little because I was
unconsciously creating the problem. I was creating
the slow response from the city zoning commission
through my ignorance. The more I vexed about the
lawn the longer it got. What we focus on is what
we get. Flipping the switch works and I was not
surprised by the result because I knew it would
work. I did not know how it would work, only that
it would.
Once you get your list of twelve different things
you want to manifest in your life, go over them
everyday. Visualize them as already manifested in
your life. See them as existing now. One by one as
they manifest take them off your list and add new
ones to take their places. This way you will see
your progress and stop yourself from getting hung
up on the ones that have not manifested yet. In this

way you will build your faith to be able to manifest
bigger things as time goes by.
2012 and Beyond
The world will not end on 2012 and another Mayan
age will begin anew. Not everyone will understand
what is happening at that time on the same exact
level. Just as everyone does not get up when the
sun rises, not everyone in 2012 will understand the
full reality of conscious co-creation. However, for
those who are ready, they will be able to receive the
attunement that comes straight from the heart of the
Milky Way Galaxy to their hearts via the heart of
our Sun to the heart of our Mother Earth. Finally,
for those of us who are already awake, we can
receive that awareness and attunement now. It is
my greatest desire that the simple keys I have
written about here today will help to facilitate this
purpose and promote a greater understanding of the
divine power to create that lives within us all. May
we all visualize the Dawning of a New Age of
enlightenment and kindness as already existing.
You have the power, flip the switch, 2012 is now.
End of Part 1 of 2 Parts.
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